FRONTLINERS online learning platform
Teaching precision medicine to primary care professionals

This new learning platform offers multiple online modules designed for primary care professionals including physicians, pharmacists and nurses. We aim to support access to information and evidence based information about precision medicine, tailored for frontline healthcare professions. The objective is to offer them the knowledge and basic skills to apply a more precision medicine approach in daily practice and to support them in providing their patients with high quality information, advice and care.
Discover the platform

Focus on high quality and practical relevance

All modules offer means for self-directed learning and they deliver the online part for students to prepare for onsite courses in a blended learning format. The combination of an online platform (ready-to-use content) to combine with onsite practice and network opportunities is an asset and an advantage of this production. The seamless collaboration between experts (interdisciplinary approach) in the development of this platform made it possible to develop a product that is characterised by high quality and practical relevance.

All the development was accompanied by applied research. For registered learners the online modules have unrestricted access to quality reference materials in precision medicine.
Get prepared to bring Precision Care to your patients

The implementation of targeted and practical training is timely, supporting delivery of a precision approach to patient care. The online modules include patient case examples, demonstration videos and self-assessment. Participants will learn basic knowledge and skills in precision medicine, and practical examples of it’s use relevant to their professional role. The focus is on the individual needs of the patient.

**Module 1**
Introduction to Precision Medicine (English)

**Module 2**
Shared Decision Making for Precision Medicine (French/ German)

**Module 3**
Genomic Testing (German/ English)

**Module 4**
Precision Medicine in Primary Care (English)

**Module 5**
Pharmacogenetics for primary care professionals (English/ French)
«We are building a bridge between primary care professionals and Precision Medicine Experts»

Any questions about the Frontliners project? Feel free to contact us for any information.

We look forward to hearing from you.

**Project website:**
https://www.frontliners.ch/

**Access to the platform (subject to a charge):**
https://frontliners.openolat.com/auth/Catalog/0

**Contact**
Sharon Mitchell, sharon.mitchell@unibe.ch

Knowledge creates value. University of Bern